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Summary
Theexpression fortheprobability of getting negative estimates ofheritability is

derived forhalfsibpopulation, one-way unbalanced random model. Anapproximation
for thesamehasalsobeenobtained usingtwomoments approximation for thenon-null
distribution of between groups sumof squaresbysomeconstant times chi-square. The
exactandapproximate values of theprobability areworked out,numerically, forcertain
apriori parametric values. Thecomputed results reveal thattheapproximate values are
closetotheexactvalues oftheprobability anditincreases withincrease inthevariability
among group sizes.
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Introduction

The heritability, a geneticparameter, is a non-negative value between zero
and one. The usual estimator of heritability is a function of analysis of variance
estimators of variance components. The negative estimates of heritability are
frequently obtained in animal breeding experiments. This js because of the
occurance of negative estimates of variance components other than the error
variance. This situation of negative estimates of heritability is a great concern to
the geneticists.

Theprobability ofobtaining negativeestimates of heritability hasbeengiven
by GillandJensen [1] for balanced random models in normal population. In this
papertheprobability ofgetting negative estimates of heritability hasbeenderived
for unbalanced situations in one-way random model when observations are &om
normalpopulations following the procedureusedby Singh[5].Anapproximation
for the same has also been given by using the two-moments chi-square
approximation forthe non-null distributionofbetweengroups sumofsquares. The
exact and approximate values for the probability of negative estimates of
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heritability have been worked ogt for some apriori parametric values and unequal
group sizes.

2. Model andHeritability Estimator

In analysis of variance for one-way unbalanced random classification the j""
observation ofthe i"" group (yij) isexpressed by an equation (model).

yij =m+ai +eij (2-1)

k

j = l,2,...,ni; i = l,2,...,k; N = S n;
i-1

where mis the general mean; H;, the random effects due to kgroups, are iid normal
with zero mean and variance a]; ejj, the error variables independent ofa; are iid

/ normal with zero mean and variance ol,kisthe number ofgroups and Nisthe total
number of observations. The variances ol and are known as components of
groupand errorvariance, respectively.

The between groupssum of squares is defined as

k

SSB =̂ ni (yi-yf (2-2)
i-i

and the within groupssum of squares is defined as

k %

ssE=^ D (yij-yi)' (2.3)
i-i j-i

_ 1 _ 1 " _
where yi=— 2 yn an^ y =— 2 niyi are means.

Hi j-l ^ i-1

The usual estimatorof heritability (half sib) is definedas

h^ =4^/(o^^e) (2.4)

where ^ and ^ are usual ANOVA estimators of variance components
a 6

and dg.jespectively andaregiven by
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cr a= (MSB - MSE )A- and Og = MSE (2.5)

with MSB =SSB/p and MSE =SSE/q^ as the conesponding mean squares with
p = (k-1) and q = .(N — k) degrees of freedom, respectively, and

k' =(N-2nf/^)/p.
i=l

Then, using (2.5), the estimator (h^) ofheritability isexpressed as

h' =4(MSB - MSE) /[MSB - (k'-1) MSE ] (2.6)

3.ProbabilityofNegative Estimate ofli

The probability ofnegative estimates ofh^ can beexpressed as

MSBp(h'<0) = P •<1
MSE

=P(F <1). (3.1)

where Fisthe usual variance ratio inone-way classification. This approach isalso
used by Singh [5] for deriving the probability ofnegative estimates of ql, the
group variance component. Forevaluating (3.1) oneneeds thenon-null distribution
of F which is given as under

Denote U. =a| Ip +a\ M., where Ip is an identity matrix of order p, M. is
a non-singular matrix oforder psuch that its eigen values are the non-zero eigen
values of the matrixM = ( m;;-) with

m,., = Hi 1-
N̂

1=1

= -nin'./N, . i'itfi, •

i,i' = l,2,.,.,k.

Notice that there are many choices of M. and one choice is M, =(mjj-), where

%' =nj +5 J'=j
= n'. (ni-nj), j'^sj
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With this, the non-null distribution ofFis given by Singh [6] as

P[F £X] ^2 ej p, s(paVqP) ?] '

77

(3.2)

where P is an arbitrary constant such that (3.2) is convergent and is taken as

P=•'e "o ^ practical applications, n^ =min n; and

?. =(a/a )=hV(4-h')

The coefficients ( ej) are defined as

e! =P" IU. r\ e, =(2r)-^ 2 ej H,_j, ra1
j-0

with H, =t,(Ip-pu;')^ and

tf denotes the trace of a matrix.

The relation between the distribution of ratio of two independent central
chi-square variables or the distribution ofF and the beta distribution (Rao [3],
p 167) is used to write

Pr[(xJ^2/Xq)s(pa'/qp)x]

=1-Iw[l^, (B^)+j], (3.3)

where

•17b/'"'B(a,b) ^
and

w=qp/[qp +(pa^)x]

In this way, we write (3.2) as

CD

p[F£x] =l-2 ej Iw [9i,(P/&)+j]
j-o (3.4)
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A2

and,onecaneasilyevaluate P [ h < 0 ] withthehelpof expressions (3.1)and (3.4)
after substituting x = 1 and using tables on the beta distribution (see Pearson and
Hartley, [2], pp 32-33).

A. AnApproximation

The expression (3.2) for obtaining the probability of getting negative
estimates of heritability is tedious for practical applications. We, therefore, obtain
an approximation for the same. For this, we first obtain a two moments
approximation forthenon-null distribution ofbetween groups siuni'ofsquares SSB
asuXf, usually adopted inanalysing random effects models (see Searle, [4], where
u and f are constants, obtained from the equations derived by equating the first two

moments of SSB andux^. The equations are

uf=E(SSB)

and 2Uj =Var (SSB) (14

where E(SSB)and Var (SSB) (see Tan [7]equation3.1) can be expressed in terms
ofheritability (h^) as

E(SSB) = p(a^ + k' a^) =gioL

k k

Var (SSB) =2 [ 2 (l-2ni/N) (a' +n; o ^)' +( 2 n; ()/N)' ]
i-l i-l

= g2f^e (4.2)

where gi =p(l + k'X)

k

g2 =p +2(N-Sn?/N) X+
i-l

k r k / k

2 nf(l-2ni/N)+ 2 nf/N
i-l i-l

arefunctions of h^ only in addition to design parameters (n;, i =1, 2,..., k). The
quantities u and f can thus be obtained as

U =Var (SSB) /2E(SSB) =(g2/gi) o\

and f=2[E(SSB)]VVar(SSB) =g'/g2 (4.3)
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It is known that

SSE (4.4)

In this way, we have that

. _gu 2

MSE ~ ^ (4.5)

Thus, using (4.5), theapproximate probability of negative estimates of heritability
can be obtained as

P(h^ZO) =P(FZl)

= P Xf/Xq S
qu (4.6)

By following the steps of section 3 for deriving (3.4), the expression (4.6)
can be expressed as

p(h^ZO) =l-Iw(^, I ) (4.7)

where W =

2

1.
q̂u;

4. Numerical Results

The exact values ofp (h^Z. 0 ) are worked out from (3.4) after substituting
X= 1and thecorrespondingapproximatevalues from(4.7)for certain apriorivalues
of h^, n; and k. To save space we present these values in Table-1 only for two
situation of unbalancedness; I (ni= 7, 0.2 = 5, ns = 3) andn (ni = 3, n2 = 9, ns= 3)
and some apriori values of h^.

The computed results reveal that the approximate values are close tothe exact
values ofp (h^ Z 0).Further, the value of(h^ Z. 0) increases with increase inthe
variability among group sizes.
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Table-1 Probability ofnegative estimates ofh^.

h^
Situation I

ni = 7, n2 = 5, ns = 3
Situation II

ni = 3, n2 = 9, ns = 3

Exact Approximate Exact Approximate

0 0.6033 0.6033 0.6033 0.6033

0.25 0.5087 0.5116 0.5205 0.5206

0.50 0.4313 0.4363 0.4493 0.4505

0.75 0.36*70 0.3735 , 0.3880 0.3909

1.00 0.3125 0.3212 0.3344 0.3399
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